
2015 Council of Councils Meeting

The Timbers Hotel – Denver, CO

February 14, 2015

Cindy Hyde, President of the host council (Colorado Van Council aka CVC) welcomed the reps and 
audience and thanked everyone who had helped and supported this event.  She also had all the 
members of the CVC who had helped in putting on the eVant stand and be recognized, to a round of 
applause.

Geoff called the meeting to order and reminded everyone about the cell phone rules. $5 fine if your cell
phone rings during the meeting.  $10 fine if you answer it.  $20 fine if you're sneaky and start 
answering and communicating via text message.  He also noted that, thanks to Astro setting up and 
operating the web cam, the meeting is once again on-line for the entire virtual Vanning world to enjoy. 

Geoff welcomed everyone and introduced the Council of Councils (CofC) Board: Himself, Dave 
"Astro" Hufstader, John Cunningham, and Kathy Willis.  A motion by George Kettell of Midwest Vans 
Ltd (MVL) seconded by Lynn Harmonson of Northern California Van Council (NCVC) to suspend 
reading of the 2014 meeting minutes was carried by a hand vote.

Geoff noted that Raoul is normally the one to make the motion to suspend the reading of the minutes.  
However, Raoul didn't make it to the meeting because of his health issues and he is sorely missed.

Geoff noted that the reps would have up to 13 seconds to promote their events, etc. during roll call.  We
want to keep the roll call short and to the point.  Also, if there are any corrections to the council 
information that is on the published roster, please give that information to Kathy at the end of the 
meeting. Kathy also asked that the reps be sure that the rep name matches the phone number for the 
council.  It's really odd to call the number and ask for someone who isn't at that phone number.  If the 
council phone number is different than the rep phone number, please give both, and state which phone 
number is the rep.

Roll Call: There were 22 councils in attendance during roll call.



New Council Request:  Jack brought in a new van council request for the South Dakota Van Council.  
He gave the reps a description of the council and its activities. South Dakota Van Council was voted in 
as our newest council by a hand vote.  And that vote revised the total van councils in attendance for the 
2015 CofC meeting to 23.

British Columbia Van Association (BCVA) requested to be voted in (reinstated) after not attending for 
over a decade.  During the discussion it was concluded that BCVA is not really acting as a separate 
council right now.  At this point, they are taking some of the work load off of Northwest Van Council, 
and, at this time, are acting as a chapter of Northwest.  They may return next year and ask for 
reinstatement if they are functioning as an independent council again.

Councils Registering for CofC Meeting in a timely manner:  Both Kathy and Astro reminded the reps 
that it is very important to get your council registration in ON TIME.  Kathy has to print up the council 
roster before she leaves for the meeting.  As a result, any changes or corrections end up being made at 
the end of the meeting.  We're trying to avoid delays, and now that Astro has the registration form ON-
LINE, there's no reason for not getting the council registration in at least 2 weeks before the meeting.  
The direct on-line link for  council registration is https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1NzN-
ZtxOSlRQ64iTgPfJmpPnRKYjbiX2i_eU2bGk9c4/viewform  And, this link is always available on our 
home page  http://www.vanning.com/community/web_pages/cofc/ .  You can also go to 
www.vanning.com and click on the "Council of Councils Board" link.  It's that easy.

And, please, remember, we need the permanent e-mail address and the official snail mail address of 
your council.  We don't want the address and e-mail of the two reps attending if that is not the official 
address of your council.

If all the councils will fill in the registration form on-line, then the printed roster that is handed out at 
the meeting will be 100% accurate.  No need to mark it up.

Bids for 2016 Council of Councils meeting:  There is a change in the date of the bid meeting process.  
Bids were to be presented on Thursday night by representatives of the hosting group.  Geoff noted that, 
starting with the 2016 CofC meeting, all bids for the next meeting will have to be submitted to the 
CofC Board by January 15. 

 We would like to review the overall bid information to avoid  pitfalls and be able to point out any areas
that would invalidate the bid so that those items could be addressed before the meeting on Thursday.   

The council will still be required present its bid to the Board on Thursday evening of the current CofC 
meeting week.  The council will be able to bring supplemental electronic or hard copy material to 
enhance their presentation, as they see fit. 

Texas Van Federation (TVF):  Crystal, from TVF, noted that the last CofC meeting held in Texas was in
1990, which was 25 years ago, and it's time we went back.  The hotel is the Crowne Plaza Arlington 
Suites, in Arlington, TX just 20 minutes from Dallas and 20 minutes from Ft. Worth.  Flights come into
Dallas at the Dallas Fort Worth airport, or Love Field.  Frontier flies into Love Field.  Hotel is $99 per 
night.  This pet-friendly hotel has 250 rooms and an atrium.  The meeting will be on February 10 - 14, 
2016.

They'll have a Throw Back Thursday (TBT) party to honor the older vanners, and a BBQ dinner and 
Western party on Friday night.  Saturday night they'll have casino tables and have party raffle tickets 
for "funny money" for door prizes.  When asked if they would be able to bid again if they lost this bid, 
their response was "We would try again for 2018, but not 2017 because we know what the competition 
is for 2017."

At this point Astro reminded everyone that no matter who wins the bid, you always get the latest and 



correct information on www.councilofcouncils.com, which always points to the current CofC meeting.

Wisconsin Van Council (WVC):  Scott, from WVC, noted that WVC has been together for 39 years, 
has 75 members and has hosted the CofC three times in the past.  They propose to host the 2016 CofC 
at the Best Western Plus Milwaukee Airport hotel and Conference center in Milwaukee, WI from 
February 11 - 14, 2016.  There is a shuttle to the hotel. You get the group rate of $92 per night ($10 for 
each extra adult) at this not-pet-friendly hotel, which has 140 rooms.  There is a Super 8 hotel one 
block away which is pet-friendly.

There will be a Wednesday run to the piano bar,  wine tasting on Thursday and a trip to the Harley-
Davidson museum on Friday.  Museum trip is $20 plus the bus ride.  And, they are prepared to make a 
bid for the 2017 CofC meeting if they lose this bid.  Scott said they weren't afraid of the competition.

Council of Councils meeting for 2016:  The ballots were counted and Texas Van Federation won the 
bid.  The 2016 CofC meeting will be in Texas.

National Truck-in Board:  Judith said Astro has the mobile Vanner Memorial input form on line so that 
when any of our fellow vanners pass away you can enter all the info you have on that vanner directly 
and it will help to keep the mobile Vanner Memorial up to date.

The Vanner Aid list is not currently up to date, so Astro has a new on-line form that you can enter what 
aid you will be able to provide for vanners traveling through your area.  It can be anything from a place
to camp out for a night or two, to garage use if you break down, or just a ride, etc. The information you 
provide will be made available "publicly".. it will be on the Nats Board Blogspot, 
http://nationaltruckinboard.blogspot.com/  and on Vanning.com, etc, so that vanners can locate it when 
they need help.

Astro noted that even if you have added your name to this list before, please do so again, as we are 
scrapping the old list completely, because it is very much out of date.

42nd National Truck-in:  Eddie and Doc thanked everyone who came.  They did make a nice profit and 
presented, to a round of applause, a check for $1600 to Hard Core Vanners, who are hosting the 43rd 
Nats.  It's part of vanners helping other vanners by helping the next Nats with some of the up-front 
money required.  Doc also thanked all of the folks who helped put on the eVant.

43rd National Truck-in:  Darren Bently (Hard Core Vanners) gave the update on the upcoming National
Truck-in.  He noted that, as of this moment, they only have 86 pre-registrations.  At this time, one 
would expect at least 150 pre-registrations.  Please stress the need for your clubs to pre-enter. Can do 
payment online.

The gate will be open on Sunday at noon.  No problem with water or electric.  Golf cart rentals 
available for $200 per week.  There will be a Vanners night in with BBQ pulled pork and turkey.  There
will be a tethered hot air baloon ride.  Pre-Nats will open the gates at noon on Sunday.  Golf cart rental 
will be $200 for the week.  Order by June 1.  Don Noone noted that they have a variety of bands, which
have already been booked.  Events with free beer Wednesday through Friday.  Hard Core has 71 
members working on this Nats.

Bucko noted that Trophy sponsorship really helps out, as well as pre-entry.  You can sponsor a whole 
class (1st, 2nd, and 3rd place) for only $100.  Astro also reminded everyone that you can always go to 
www.vannationals.com to get the information on the latest National Truck-In.

Scheduled Topics:  

1.  New Vanners - hazing/forcing puppies to drink  WVC said there should never be any forcing of 
alcohol on anyone, especially new members.  It disrespects you if you force alcohol on anyone else.  If 

http://www.vannationals.com/


a puppy is requested to carry a rock, it should fit in a pocket.

Tim said we need to self-regulate ourselves.  Do something positive, like buying the new member a t-
shirt, then give them a sharpie and see how many people they can meet.  Each person they meet signs 
the t-shirt with the sharpie.  One club tried that and that t-shirt is one of the new member's most prized 
possessions.  All of this with a positive attitude.

Don Noone noted that one club had new members wear dog collar and leash.  Some folks may think it's
degrading, but, what right do you have to tell another club/person what to do.  They may think it's 
appropriate.  Astro said if it's embarrassing to you but the person does it willingly then what's the 
harm?  Just as long as it's safe. 

It was noted that forcing anyone to drink is dangerous.  Geoff noted that forcing folks to do something 
by peer pressure, is, in itself dangerous.  Howard also made the comment that, even if you don't think 
something is bad, any perceived negative activity actually affects all of our vanning family.  Approach 
this as a "big brother" concept to protect other vanners.  Get a cross-section of vanners to 
support the action, and apply peer pressure to get folks to stop bad actions.  Remember, the 
bartender has the right to say when someone has consumed too much.

At this point Bucko noted that what he really wanted was to hear some ideas on how to tactfully handle
the club/individual, short of telling them they're not welcome.  Smiley said to use the simple direct 
approach and tell them that their member(s) needs to get in line or they are not welcome.

Geoff noted that the CofC can't regulate what folks do at an event.  Taz noted that one group is not 
really a club, but a gang who call themselves a club.

2.  If your club does something good, get it in the local media  Missouri Van Council (MVC) said you 
should get the word about your good works to the media.  And don't forget to get it in pictures.  The 
media loves photos.  Crystal said you should use #vannerscare.  Don Noone noted that the bikers used 
to have a bad reputation until they started publicizing the good stuff they do and that turned their rep 
around.

3.  Has the 2nd Vanner Memorial screen been fixed?  Missouri Van Council.  The response to this 
question is that the 2nd Vanner Memorial is in a dumpster.  It was way too big to cart around from 
event to event.  The digital version is much more portable and easier to update.

4.  How to host a Nats  Corn Belt Van Council (CBVC)  The response to this comment was that there 
was a seminar on How to Host a Nats at this event.

5.  How to host a CofC Meeting  Corn Belt Van Council.  It was noted that there's lots of info on the 
CofC website.  But the CofC Board only handles the meeting, itself.  The host council has to take care 
of getting the hotel, getting the meeting rooms, and whatever activities and excursions they are 
sponsoring.

Unscheduled Topics (topics from the floor):  

Ma noted that we're getting older and now pulling a travel trailer.  So, please put ALL of the info we 
need on the flier, including city, state, cost for travel trailers, etc.  And, she would also like to know of 
any events the weekend before and the weekend after the Nats, so those retirees who are making that 
journey can plan their trip to include as many events as possible along the way.

Along those aging lines, Henry said we should make sure that it is very clear where the First Aid station
is located at every event and that someone is manning the station.  For heart attacks, etc. call 911 
right away.

Open Discussion:



1.  Vanner Museum Update:  Joe noted that the Vanner Museum has been incorporated in the State of 
Florida and has received a 501(c)3 non-profit status with the IRS.  That status makes it easier to get 
corporate donations as donations to a 501(c)3 non-profit corporations are tax-deductible.  They have a 
web page on Facebook, which gets 100 hits a week, worldwide.  Call Joe to check his availability 
before going to visit.  The building process is going forward.  There will be 3000 sq. ft. with a loft and 
bathroom with shower.  There will also be a guest room & camping hookups.  An anonymous retired 
vanner is providing financial support.

In addition, Joe said he is going to try a couple of fundraising things.

    a. He wants to build display cases that a club or council can use to tell their story.  This will cost 
$500 and the club/council can put it's story to all who enter the museum.  We want this to be a dynamic 
situation so the idea is that the club/council can change what is in the bookcase from time to time, and 
anything that is interactive would be great.

    b. He wants to have a patio with brick pavers and each club/council can their name on one of the 
pavers. 4" x 8" brick is $50, with $30 of that going to the museum.

So far, Joe has had visitors from as far away as Norway, Sweden, Belgium, Australia, etc.  He had 
about 200 folks who checked out the museum during the week of the 2012 CofC meeting in St. Pete 
Beach.

2.  Judith was contacted by area Tourist Board:  Judith noted that your local tourist boards can help you 
with your events.  They will help you find a hotel for a CofC meeting, provide info packets for the area 
attractions, etc.  Bucko said that the local tourist board in Green Bay actually gave them goodie bags.

3. Media and the Vanning Movie:  The movie creators gave thanks for the vanners support.  They 
are almost sold out, the final version is $15.  Howard said that the guys who made the vanning movie
really appreciate our support.  In fact, they both joined Midwest Vans.  The film has been shown at film
festivals all around.  Astro noted that there is another guy who's interested in trying to get a vanning 
documentary, but this one will be more focused on the van.

It was also noted that http://www.kruzinusa.com/ is another automotive media site.

4.  Carlisle Auto Show:  Jim Bulger noted that the Carlisle Auto Show has been held twice in Florida 
and Florida may be it's new home.  This year it will be at Sun 'n Fun by the Lakeland airport on 
November 12 - 15, not far from Joe's place, where the Vanning Museum is located.

5.  Vannin.com is GONE:  Astro reminded everyone that the Vannin.com domain name has been sold 
and everything that was there is now on Vanning.com.  Note the spelling, just add a "g" at the end of
Vannin, then put the ".com" at the end, and you've got it.

6.  CofC 2016:  Geoff reminded the group that we're going to see you in Texas for the CofC meeting in 
2016.  Colorado Van Council gave $250 to the Texas Van Federation to help them with the CofC 2016 
meeting as part of our vanning family's "paying forward" plan.

7.  Closing:  Cindy gave out parting gifts to all the reps and the CofC board members.

Cathy Smith made a motion to adjourn and the meeting was concluded.

 

ATTENDEES AT THE 2015 COUNCIL OF COUNCILS MEETING:

1. A.L.I.V.E.

2. Colorado Van Council



3. Downstate Illinois Van Council

4. Florida Van Council

5. Heart of America Van Council

6. Maryland Van Council

7. Midwest Van Council

8. Missouri Van Council

9. New England Van Council

10. New Jersey Van Council

11. Northeast Ohio Van Congress

12. Northern California Van Council

13. Northwest Van Council

14. Ontario Federation of Vanners

15. Pennsylvania Van Council Inc.

16. South Dakota Van Council

17. Southeast Van Council

18. Southern California Vanners Network

19. Southern Ohio Van Council

20. Texas Van Federation

21. Vintage Chevy Van Council

22. V.O.I.C.E.S.

23. Wisconsin Van Council

 

2015 meeting minutes taken by Tina Hane, Colorado Van Council and John M. Cunningham, 
Secretary of the CofC Board.


